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HOMEWORK #2 
Directions: Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow: 
 

After Math: Defense, prosecution, and jury 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Death_of_Caylee_Anthony 

 

Following the criminal trial, Cheney Mason, one of Casey Anthony's defense attorneys, took the stance of those blaming 
the media for the passionate hatred toward his client. He termed it a "media assassination" of Anthony before and during 
the trial, saying, "I hope that this is a lesson to those of you who have indulged in media assassination for three years, 
bias, and prejudice, and incompetent talking heads saying what would be and how to be." Mason added: "I can tell you 
that my colleagues from coast to coast and border to border have condemned this whole process of lawyers getting on 
television and talking about cases that they don't know a damn thing about, and don't have the experience to back up their 
words or the law to do it. Now you have learned a lesson."[146][147] 

Mason's response was viewed as especially critical of Nancy Grace, whose news program is cited as having "almost 
single-handedly inflated the Anthony case from a routine local murder into a national obsession".[147][148] Grace said that 
she did not understand why Mason would care what pundits are saying, and that she imagines she has tried and covered 
as many cases as Mason. She criticized the defense attorneys for delivering media criticism before mentioning Caylee's 
name in their post-verdict news conference, and said she disagrees with the verdict.[147] At a meeting of local 
professionals, named the Tiger Bay Club of Tampa, Mason told the media and those in attendance that he was surprised 
by the not-guilty verdict.[149] 

State's Attorney Lawson Lamar said, "We're disappointed in the verdict today because we know the facts and we've put in 
absolutely every piece of evidence that existed. This is a dry-bones case. Very, very difficult to prove. The delay in 
recovering little Caylee's remains worked to our considerable disadvantage."[130] Jose Baez said, "While we're happy for 
Casey, there are no winners in this case. Caylee has passed on far, far too soon, and what my driving force has been for 
the last three years has been always to make sure that there has been justice for Caylee and Casey because Casey did 
not murder Caylee. It's that simple." He added, "And today our system of justice has not dishonored her memory by a 
false conviction."[130] Sharing Baez's sentiments, former Casey Anthony defense attorney Linda Kenney Baden said that 
the state was trying to "find Elvis on toast".[150] She believes the jury reached the right verdict. "We should embrace their 
verdict", she stated.[150] 

On July 6, 2011, Assistant State Attorney Jeff Ashton gave his first interview about the case on The View. Ashton said of 
the verdict, "Obviously, it's not the outcome we wanted. But from the perspective of what we do, this was a fantastic 
case." He disagrees with those who state the prosecution overcharged the case, saying, "The facts that we had... this was 
first-degree murder. I think it all came down to the evidence. I think ultimately it came down to the cause of death." Ashton 
additionally explained that if the jury did not perceive first-degree murder when they saw the photograph of Caylee's skull 
with the duct tape, "then so be it". He said he accepts the jury's decision and that it has not taken away his faith in the 
justice system. "You can't believe in the rule of law and not accept that sometimes it doesn't go the way you think it 
should", stated Ashton, and explained that he understands why the case "struck such a nerve" with the public. "I think 
when people see someone that they believe has so gone away from [a mother's love for her child], it just outrages them." 
Ashton also made appearances on several other talk shows in the days following, and complimented Jose Baez on his 
cross-examinations and as having "the potential to be a great attorney".[150][151] 

After the trial ended, the twelve jurors did not initially want to discuss the verdict with the media.[152] 51-year-old Russell 
Huekler, an alternate juror who stepped forward the day of the verdict, said, "The prosecution didn't provide the evidence 
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that was there for any of the charges from first-degree murder down to second-degree murder to the child abuse to even 
the manslaughter [charge]. It just wasn't there."[153] 

The next day, juror number three—Jennifer Ford, a 32-year-old nursing student—told ABC News, "I did not say she was 
innocent" and "I just said there was not enough evidence. If you cannot prove what the crime was, you cannot determine 
what the punishment should be." She added "I'm not saying that I believe the defense," but that "it's easier for me logically 
to get from point A to point B" via the defense argument, as opposed to the prosecution argument. She also believed 
George Anthony was "dishonest." She said the jury "was sick to our stomachs to get that verdict" and that the decision 
process overwhelmed them to the point where they did not want to talk to reporters afterwards.[154][155][156] Juror number 
two, a 46-year-old male who requested to stay unidentified, told the St. Petersburg Times that "everybody agreed if we 
were going fully on feelings and emotions, [Anthony] was done". He stated that a lack of evidence was the reason for the 
not guilty verdict: "I just swear to God ... I wish we had more evidence to put her away. I truly do ... But it wasn't there." He 
also said that Anthony was "not a good person in my opinion".[157]Juror number six, identified by WTSP as Brian Berling, 
told gossip website TMZ.com that he was willing to be interviewed "so long as the opportunities are paid".[158] 

In an anonymous interview, the jury foreman stated, "When I had to sign off on the verdict, the sheet that was given to 
me—there was just a feeling of disgust that came over me knowing that my signature and [Casey Anthony's] signature 
were going to be on the same sheet," but that "there was a suspicion of [George Anthony]" that played a part in their 
deliberations.[159][160] The foreman stated his work experience enabled him to read people and that George Anthony "had a 
very selective memory" which stayed with the jurors,[160] emphasizing that the jury was frustrated by the motive, cause of 
death, and George Anthony. "That a mother would want to do something like that to her child just because she wanted to 
go out and party," he said. "We felt that the motive that the state provided was, in our eyes, was just kind of 
weak."[161] Although the foreman objected to Casey Anthony's behavior in the wake of her daughter's death, he and the 
jury did not factor that behavior into their verdict because it was not illegal. They initially took a vote on the murder count, 
which was 10-2 (two voting guilty), but after more than ten hours of deliberation, they decided the only charges they felt 
were proven were the four counts of lying to law enforcement.[161]  

Perry announced at sentencing on July 7 that he would withhold the jurors' names for several months because of concern 
that "Some people would like to take something out on them."[162] He released jurors' names on October 25, 2011.  
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Answer the following questions: 

1. Following the criminal trial, Cheney Mason , one of Casey Anthony’s attorneys stated that the media played a 
role in the “assassination” of Casey Anthony.  Do you think that the media plays a significant role in how you 
viewed the case? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Assistant State Attorney Jeff Ashton complimented Jose Baez on his cross-examination of his clients.  Based on 
the video, Prosecuting Casey Anthony,  can you give an example? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Do you think that the jurors failed to understand the evidence, or do you think that Assistant State Attorney Jeff 
Ashton is at fault?  Explain. 
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